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Light trespass is unwanted
light intruding onto a
person’s property or area of
concern. This home is
suffering greatly from light
trespass from the
streetlights located near this
corner.
These cobra-head lights
scatter much of their light
not only over the
intersection, but the
adjacent properties as well.
This trespass may create
problems for the occupants
who must sleep with the
intrusion of this high degree
of unwanted light at night.

Most of us are familiar with noise trespass, such
as the extra loud sound of our neighbor’s stereo
or car stereo. The continual thump-thump of the
bass or the wailing of high frequencies has
incited more than one individual to take the law
into his/her own hands and attempt to alleviate
the unwanted aggravation.
The same situation applies to light trespass. We
may have neighbors who have very bright yard
lights which are often on and shine directly into
our living rooms or bedrooms and keep us awake
at night.
Streetlights, as in the photo above, are the most
common source of light trespass. The
assumption is made that people want lots of light
in their neighborhoods in order to combat crime.
However, research shows that increased light
does not combat crime, but may actually
encourage it. High levels of lighting only serve
to give residents a false sense of security.

Researchers note that when ‘security’ lights
on buildings have been shut off, vandalism
has ceased or been reduced. They require
light to see what they are doing and to detect
any security that is in place, such as security
guards, cameras or dogs. Without light to
help them in their activities and show their
work, they are discouraged. Satisfaction
depends on lighting!
Humans require dark conditions in order to
sleep properly and maintain their circadian
rhythms. These vital rhythms are
responsible for ensuring that the person’s
health is maintained.
“A circadian rhythm is a roughly-24-hour cycle in
the biochemical, physiological or behavioural
processes of living beings, including plants, animals,
fungi and cyanobacteria. The term "circadian",
coined by Franz Halberg,[1] comes from the Latin
circa, "around," and diem or dies, "day", meaning
literally "approximately one day." - Wikipedia
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Once these rhythms have been disturbed,
they are often difficult to re-establish. The
sufferer may even require therapy in order to
properly recover his/her circadian rhythm and
this may take some time to accomplish.
Loss of sleep and disturbance of the circadian
rhythm may eventually lead to a wide variety
of serious health concerns including
irritability, digestive problems, stress,
inability to concentrate or focus, problems at
work, increased chance of accidents,
problems with relationships, general sick
feelings, depression, etc.
For some people, the effects are far more
pronounced and have far greater impact. The
amount of cancer in humans has been
increasing with the amount of light to which
we are subjected at night. Recently, the
Danish government has begun to compensate
women who developed breast cancer while
working night shift. Melatonin, the hormone
which suppresses tumor development, is
produced at night and it appears that light at
night interferes with its production in the
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To combat light trespass, many people use
blackout blinds and/or night masks. One can
also request that those responsible for
streetlighting in your neighborhood replace
the fixture with a complete cut-off variety or
add a shield to the current fixture to keep the
light from trespassing on your property.
Sensor-based area lighting also helps to limit
the time a light is on and to reduce the
amount of light in the night sky, also reducing
light trespass.
Areas that are over-lit by street and area lights
also affect circadian rhythms in the flora and
fauna in your yard and in the surrounding
areas.
Identify the sources of light trespass in your
area and contact those responsible to discuss
ways in which the problem may be reduced or
eliminated. Take a positive approach and
some possible solutions to the meeting. Those
responsible for the light trespass may actually
save money by switching to viable
alternatives. Investigate and encourage light

This semi-cut-off light
fixture not only lights
the street and the
sidewalk, but half the
cul-de-sac and the
neighboring yards with
its garish orange glow.
Many areas of North
American cities suffer
light trespass and are
over-lit by streetlights
and other lighting
fixtures.
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|If you have ever flown over Alberta at night and
looked out the window you will see a galaxy of bright
pools of light covering the landscape until they
disappear into the horizon. Welcoming beacons in the
night, yard lights reassure everyone that sees and uses
them. You are not safe unless you have a yard light that
is on from 'dusk to dawn' the power companies and
lighting manufacturers advertise. But, most of these
lights are ‘cone’ yard lights and not all is as it seems.
Over the years, and in spite of yard lights, farmers and
urban dwellers have experienced night-time break-ins,
thefts and vandalism. Eventually, one has to ask the
question “If our lights are safeguarding us, why are we
still suffering these losses? Why are these lights still
sold under the pretext of providing safety and security?
What is the problem?” Research into the light and
security problem has yielded a variety of interesting
and unexpected results and conclusions.
Examining the perpetrator's perspective brings to focus
what yard lights actually offer. He/she must locate,
assess and evaluate the possible target (human or
material) and its value; the target area and its defences;
possible sources of harm or retaliation; locations for
entry/exit and a means and avenue of escape.
Amazingly, each and every consideration requires
light!
We are literally aiding and abetting criminals who
use against us the very light we intentionally and
mistakenly provide for security.
Approximately 80% of crimes occur during daylight
hours when, of course, there is plenty of light. At night,
most 'targets' are very accommodating, providing high
levels of light, much to the delight of criminals. As
well, many vandals want their artistry to be seen day or
night and use 'all night' exterior lighting to exhibit their
work. It would certainly appear that most perpetrators
are as scared of the dark as any normal person. And
why not? Research indicates that if you provide the
light, they will come. This also applies to animal
predators who may use artificial light to locate their
prey. You may even be putting your own animals at
risk by lighting the area.

The common ‘cone’ yard light found in rural and urban
settings, wastes nearly 100% of its light and energy due to
a very impractical, inefficient design.‘Dusk to dawn'
settings increase waste as it remains on all night. Use this
light ONLY when it needs to be used – use a house switch.

Many homes, institutions and businesses now shut
off their all-night exterior lights, reducing criminal
activities, losses and power bills. Some, such as one
school in Edmonton, effectively employ light
sensors which, when triggered, control exterior
lighting. This greatly enhances security by alerting
anyone nearby. (Human eyes are very attuned to
changes in the field of vision and flashing lights
attract immediate attention.) Sensor-based lighting
is now being installed for security purposes outside
various government buildings in Alberta as well.
Personal anecdotes serve well to support research
findings. A true story: After a family moved from
town to the country the wife was most concerned
about the darkness and had a yard light installed.
Soon the problems began. Vehicles and people
would often trespass at all hours of the night.
Discussing the problem with her neighbour, she was
told they had experienced the same issue but easily
solved it. When asked how, the neighbour replied
“It's simple. We shut off the yard light!”
The wife followed suit and the problem was indeed
addressed. Extremely few people now enter the yard
at night. Her rottweiler, invisible in the
darkness, soon discourages the rest.
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An interesting 'experiment' was recently conducted
by one Alberta farmer. He and his family had
moved from the bright lights of town to the country.
He, the family and farm animals were content and
healthy. However, his wife wanted an ‘all-night’
yard light installed and, with great reluctance, he
finally agreed.
Soon he began to notice changes in his health and
well-being along with that of his family and the
animals. Things continued to deteriorate over time.
Finally, after numerous discussions, he persuaded
his wife to undertake “an experiment.” The yard
light would be shut off at night and the results
considered. She reluctantly agreed.
He soon began to notice subtle improvements in
everyone's health and disposition. Things eventually
returned to the happy 'normal' state the family and
animals had once enjoyed. In the restored darkness
everyone was now getting their rest and sleep. The
couple is now firmly convinced that the 'dusk to
dawn' yard light was the cause of their problems. It
now remains off and is only turned on as required.
Well-supported recent research has found that
artificial light has serious ramifications for the
health, safety and well-being of living things.
Melatonin, a cancer-fighting chemical the body
produces under conditions of darkness, is reduced
by artificial light at night. The risk of breast and
prostate cancers, especially in western societies, is
so high the World Health Organization (WHO) has
deemed it as dangerous as second-hand smoke.
Another common negative effect is 'sleep
deprivation,' a condition leading to many serious
health, psychological, physiological
and social problems. A link to Alzheimer’s is also
strongly suspected through melatonin suppression.
Artificial light is indeed a wonderful part of our
society but only recently have we learned of its
darker, insidious nature. Lighting must be carefully
chosen, controlled and used for our benefit and with
consideration for other living things and the night
environment. Choose it and use it wisely – your
body, your family, friends, neighbours and Mother
Nature will thank you.

Through ignorance, misuse and overuse we are
literally poisoning ourselves with our waste light
and contributing to the loss of our very health and
welfare. We are also changing and destroying the
fragile night environment so essential for ourselves,
birds, wild animals and plants by artificially
lengthening the day, changing circadian rhythms
and giving predators the advantage.
We are wasting light, energy and unsustainable
resources by choosing and over-using inefficient
lighting fixtures, ‘dusk to dawn’ lighting and
leaving other lighting on all night. Ironically, as
well, we are freely giving criminals the opportunity
to make us their victims by lighting their way on to
our properties and into our homes.
LED lighting may be used for yard lights but the
same concerns still apply regardless of the type or
source of light. Ensure that whatever light you use is
appropriate for the purpose, is fully shielded and
only turned on when required.
If you are going to install a new yard light in the
near future, you may choose sensor-activated lights
of the wattage you require. These will alert you to
any changes in your yard as the light will go on
when the sensor detects a change but will go off
shortly thereafter. Sensor-based yard lights have a
wide range of wattage. Choose a wattage suited to
the function. Yard lights that have to light a larger
area could be 500 watt halogens. However, porch
lights can use 25-watt or equivalent bulbs and still
meet your needs. Use only full cut-off fixtures.
If you must use a ‘cone’ yard light, control it with a
switch, turning it on only when needed and shutting
it off after your yard activities are over. Use a shield
around it to direct the light downward only where
needed. See better and protect yourself, your
animals and neighbours. You may still want to
install a sensor-based light for security and for short
excursions outdoors. Light only what needs to be lit
with just the right intensity of lighting for only as
long as you need without having it trespass on
someone else’s property or the night sky.
Keep everyone happy – keep your light to
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Above: a residential street lit by sodium vapour lights. Note the light waste and trespass as well as the glare and
light pollution produced by these luminaires which are at an appropriate colour temperature but not
appropriately shielded to limit the light to the street and sidewalks plus 1 metre into the yard for safety.
Below: These lights are 4000 Kelvin LED luminaires which appear as blue-white. Notice the unshielded lighting
which splays light in the forward direction and sideways though reduced on the houseward side. As well, notice
the high degree of light pollution which, because of the background sodium luminaires, appears orangish.
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LEC-Compliant Lighting
What Is LEC-Compliant lighting?
Until the creation of Light-Efficient
Communities, the best standard for
lighting communities was the
International Dark Sky (IDA)
Approved’ standard. This forbade
light emanating from the luminaire
going above a horizontal line
extending from the luminaire to the
horizon. The intent was that no light
would be directed upward into the
sky.
With the advent of LEC’s there
needed to be a new, much more
stringent ‘standard’ created which
follows the ‘LEC Prime Principle.’
Lighting was now more defined by
its light-print, efficiency, effectiveness and colour temperature.
As the first LEC-Compliant luminaire
was in development it required a
new logo (upper right.) It was to be a
whole new generation of street and
area lighting. The logo was designed
to show a flash of light (center) and
the expanding circle of light kept at
bay by the spearheads. It also contains the words “LEC-Compliant”
and
“Light-EfficientCommunities.com“

These luminaires must be properly
shielded so that they only project
light on the target and nothing else.
For street/area luminaires the colour
temperature must be 2700K or
lower, preferably lower. Light waste,
trespass, glare and pollution are
absolutely minimized.
NOTE: The new luminaire and logo is
also recognized by the International
Dark-Sky Association as being “DarkSky Compliant.”
The first LEC-Compliant luminaire is shown in the
photo below.
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Luminaires – The Worst, the Bad, the Better and the Best!
Knowing the different kinds of luminaires in use will help you make the right choices when
it comes to choosing LEC-Compliant lighting fixtures for whatever you are doing.

The Worst - Globe or cone luminaires
- light goes in all directions
and into the sky
- almost all light is wasted
- high light waste, trespass,
glare and pollution
- lighting-inefficient

The Bad - Sag & cobra-Head Luminaires
- most light is actually wasted
- light is projected into the sky
- high levels of light waste,
trespass, glare and pollution
- lighting-inefficient

The Better - “full-cutoff” lights – light is only
visible below the horizon line
- only partially shielded
- broad coverage on ground
- is not limited to the property
line or other desired area
- lighting-inefficient– light waste

The Best –
- fully-shielded to LEC specs
- only the target area is lit
- no light beyond property line
- light and energy-efficient
- LEC-Compliant – meets LEC
specifications at highest
level at competitive cost
- 2700K or less colour temp.
This document is Copyrighted. All rights are reserved.

Copy and distribute at will for educational purposes only.
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Luminaires – IDA-Approved VS. LEC Specs. Luminaires
Below: The IDA Approved color and lighting pattern and the LEC-Specified lighting pattern as
well as different color temperatures (3000K vs <=2700K).

IDA

LEC

- light is visible anywhere below the
horizon line of the luminaire
- shielding is only above the horizon line
– light from these luminiares may be
visible for miles
- very broad coverage on ground
- coverage will be far beyond the
property line and area of concern
- LED efficient at BLUE 3000K
- usually used for large parking areas
such as mall parking lots, etc.

- fully-shielded to LEC specifications
- only the desired target area is lit
- no light beyond property line
- total computerized control system
- light and energy-efficient: uses LEDs
- LEC-Compliant – highest level of
shielding and environment protection
- 2700K or less colour temperatures to
minimize negative effects of blue light
- recognized by IDA as “best lighting”
- protects the night environment, the dark
night sky and all all living things
57
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How Are Luminaire
Efficiencies Described?
Lighting engineers need to choose
luminaires which best suit their
needs in lighting communities. To do
this they use three numbers which
describe how the light being emitted
by a luminaire is distributed. This is
called the B.U.G. rating – and is
pronounced the same as “bug.”
The B. value, a percentage, is the
value for the amount of ‘backlight’
that falls behind the luminaire. For a
‘bad’ luminiaire this is mainly waste
light which can continue up to and
beyond a horizontal line running
through the luminaire.

The U. value is the percentage of uplight which is light above a
horizontal line running through the
luminaire. Luminaires having light in
this area contribute substantially to
light pollution, glare and light waste.
The G. value is the amount of glare
coming from the luminaire. This
depends on how well the luminaire
is shielded. Glare control is key to
good lighting.
The worst luminaires have high
values in each category.
LEC-Compliant luminaires, the best,
have a B.U.G. rating of 0-0-0.
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Light and Colour Temperature
In describing light from various
sources, a very important factor is the
colour that is emitted. How can the
colour best be described?
Humans see wavelengths of light as a
band of colours , like a rainbow
ranging from red through orange,
yellow, green, blue, purple and
indigo. Different colours and
intensities have different effects on
living things, including people. Many
of these colours have negative effects
on visibility, mood, health, etc.
Most common streetlights are orange
in colour – the colour emitted by
sodium vapour bulbs. These is now
being replaced by much more lightefficient luminaires using LED’s or
Light-Emitting Diodes. Initial LED
luminaires were brilliant blue-white in
colour and proved to be very “garish”
and unacceptable to most people.

This type of light is very difficult to
work in for any length of time and
has a very negative effect on the
visible environment and people in it.
Newer LED’s emit colours which are
closer to the red end of the
spectrum. They are thus similar to
sodium lights and much more
acceptable for street/area lighting.
Light colours may be identified
according to a “colour temperature”
chart. This indicates the tempertaure
at which a certain colour may be
seen from a body being increasingly
heated from red through to blue.
First a black body will glow dark red
then brighten in colour through red,
orange, yellow and onward to bluewhite. When the temperature of
the object reaches a certain point, a
certain colour is seen. The
temperature reading at that point is
the “colour temperature.”
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Below is a chart indicating the colour
temperatures (in degrees Kelvin) of
common light sources:
- 10000K + - Blue Sky (actual sky
colour)
- 9500K – Sky Blue (specific colour)
- 7000K – 7500K – Cool white LED
- 5500K to 6000K – Day White LED
(blue-white)
- 4800K – Direct Sunlight
- 3000K – 6000K – Cool Fluorescent
- 2700K – 4500K – Incandescent
- 2200K – High Pressure Sodium
- 2200K – 2700K – New LED lights
Above: The incandescent light bulb
at 2700K provides a full spectrum of
colours but also a lot of heat. This is
not energy efficient lighting.
Left: High pressure sodium
streetlights at 2200K provide little
light other than the monochrome
amber light produced by the two
lines of sodium in its spectrum. This
is not the most energy efficient
lighting since the advent of LED
luminaires as these luminaires
produce a lot of heat as well.
Right: These streetlights use 4000K
LED’s and provide a garish bluewhite light througout the
community. However, they are
much more efficient than the HP
sodium luminaires by using
approximately 1/2 or less of the
energy but are rated high in
problem-causing blue light.
The newest LED luminaires have a
colour temperature of 2700K or less
and provide HP sodium-like
illumination. They are even more
efficient and much more acceptable.
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Lighting Controls

a. Manual

Good lighting controls are key to
meeting LEC goals and objectives.

The simplest method is, of course, to
simply turn the light on and off by
hand when using it. The key to good
performance is developing good
lighting control habits.

This means:
1. Choosing and using appropriate
LEC-Compliant luminaires. (Refer to
‘Better Lights for Better Nights.’)
2. Using an appropriate method to
control the luminaire to meet the
LEC-Prime Principle such as:

Most current porch lights are not LEC-Compliant. The
one below violates several Prime Principle concerns.
With no shielding, light is splayed in all directions
including upward. This one stays on day and night,
wasting light, energy and money while creating light
trespass, glare and pollution at night.

b. Timers
These mechanisms turn lights on
and off at prescribed times and may
be mechanical or electronic. They
are usually used to control the light
at certain times of the day. However,
this usually means they are often on
during daylight hours and off during
nighttime. Thus, they can be
inefficient and ineffective. Most
current streetlights are on timers.
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c. Dusk to Dawn Timers
These timers, found on many types
of luminaires turn the light on at
dusk and off when it is light enough
in the morning. This means that a
certain area is being continually lit
all night instead of just when
needed. In most cases, this is quite
an inefficient, expensive and
wasteful way of using energy.
These timers may be advantageous
to possible intruders as they allow
reconaissance of your property at
night. Also the lighting helps the
intruder evaluate the property and
any security measures you have in
place, commit a crime and then
easily escape.
d. Sensors
Sensors have several advantages in
that they turn on the light only when
required and that is usually when
there is movement in their sensor
area.

Then they will stay on for a certain
period then automatically turn off. If
you want the light to stay on for a
period of time you can adjust it or
you have to create movement to
keep it on. Sensor-based lighting
alerts owners and neighbours when
anyone or anything is in the
neighbourhood. They are relatively
inexpensive depending on their
sophistication.
e. Computers, Cell Phones, Etc.
Modern technologies such as
computers, cell phones, tablets, etc.,
allow us to control light in and
around the home, business and
office. There are a variety of modes
possible. Sensors combined with
computers allow for much more
flexibility in light use. For communities, it may mean that the luminaires are gradually dimmed in the
evening to a certain level, kept at
that level then turned off as desired.
Integrated sensors then turn the
lights back on when needed. Every
single light in the community can be
individually controlled as desired.
Every major city spends huge amounts of money on
lighting its streets. These are rarely used by
pedestrians and vehicles between midnight and six
a.m. or later. A major portion of that energy and
money could be saved by instituting energy-saving
programs and using new technologies which obtain
lighting on demand (sensors).
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HO – Beware the Blue – LED Lighting

2021-08-09

Blue light has many serious negative effects on
living things, including human beings. A small
amount of blue light at night can turn off the
production of the body’s melatonin, possibly
leading to a wide variety of debilitating or even
fatal medical issues.

2. The Light Like Cancer Grows...
Those of us who are older may remember our
communities having one streetlight on the corner, a
large, incandescent bulb that shone light in every
direction, even upward into the night sky. These
were quickly reinforced with multitudes of new
luminaires strung up and down the streets, greatly
increasing the amount of light throughout the
community. With each lighting addition, citizens
were gradually acclimatized to increasingly higher
levels of light at night, a situation which knew no
bounds. Later on, these people would come to be
extremely concerned about any reduction in lighting
they might experience in their neighbourhoods.
With the increasing availability of electricity,
exterior lighting spread like a wild cancer,
throughout the community and even to the farm
lands as people wanted farm yard lights installed,
supposedly to increase their security. The myth that
more light at night was seen as deterrent to vandals
and criminals was born and quickly employed by
electricity companies to sell more power while
enhancing their financial status.

1. In the Beginning...
Humans have an affinity for light. Since the earliest days
they have welcomed the light and warmth giving fires they
enjoyed after the sun had set. Over time, that affinity has
not changed in spite of changing technol-ogies which now
bring us a torrent of light with the flip of a switch.
Indeed, humans are so fixated on having abundant light
any time of the day or night that we may be accurately
referred to as "Children of the Light." Most our
population on earth has been conceived and grown up in
towns and cities that have been lit far beyond their actual
needs. Although few cities are a close resemblance to Las
Vegas, many seek to emulate its glory on a smaller scale.
It would appear there is no end to the number of excuses
available to and used by those seeking to add more light to
their communities.

Little thought was given to any negative effects that
might be created by the dramatically increasing
levels of light pouring into the night. Actually, few
people thought anything of the night environment at
all, other than to say it was a time to sleep. Little did
they know or pay attention to those animals and
plants that need the night environment to rest, hunt,
reproduce, etc. If anything, all the extra lighting
employed in our communities was considered a sign
of civilization and the more lighting employed, the
higher was that state. Now, we know they were
wrong!
1
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Like a biological sickness, light
appears to spread from town to
town in this photo of Edmonton
and area. (NASA ISS photo)
Note the difference in colour
temperatures, orange being the
sodium vapour lighting and bluewhite being new LED replacement
lighting. Note also the higher
amounts of light being reflected
upwards by the LED lighting.

technologies which gradually increased the
efficiency of light bulbs as we went from
mercury vapour to sodium vapour, halogen
to LED’s.

In many respects, that attitude still exists, even
by people who should know better. Lighting is
one of the great resource wasters that exists in
our world. Most of the light created for any
purpose was dependent upon electricity to heat
a tungsten wire inside a light bulb. The hot
wire would reach a certain temperature where
it would then start to glow from a deep red to
a brilliant white. Thus was the incandescent
bulb which lit everything from Christmas
decorations to streetlights and yard lights.

Below: The molded glass cover of most
sodium vapour luminaires was effective
in splaying light throughout the
community and into the night sky. Why
was this light/energy waste tolerated?

However, this approach, though innovative
and creative, required tremendous amounts of
electrical energy and was a phenomenally
expensive way of lighting but little thought
was given to the demand on resources which,
at that time, appeared endless. The other part
of the problem was that for the amount of
energy used, little of it actually appeared as
light. The efficiency of an incandescent light
bulb is approximately 16 lumens per watt. (A
compact fluorescent bulb is 60 lumens per
watt and some white LED lamps create 150
lumens per watt.) Doing the comparison, one
can say that incandescent light bulbs deserved
to be banned as they were. Over time, the
lighting industry developed newer
64
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The “10 to 6” Light Waste Minimization Program
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Home owners turn off their house lights off at night. Why do we not do the same with wasted community lighting?

A. What is a "10 to 6" Light Waste
Minimization Program?
A "10 to 6" LWM Program is a program to
minimize the light waste, pollution and
trespass in a community or area, usually
residential, between the hours of 10 p.m. and
6 a.m. to improve health, sleeping and the
night environment of residents.
This simple program should
- drastically drop the light waste, trespass,
glare and pollution in the city
- provide a darker, healthier sleeping
environment for residential areas
- reduce the negative impact of blue-rich
LEDs now used in most street lighting
- provide a healthier, more natural night
environment for flora and fauna
- darken the night skies to a significant
degree for sky watchers and scientists
- make satisfying sky observing from one’s
home possible again
- drastically reduce the amount of energy
used for street lighting (over 66%)
- reduce energy costs, freeing up money for
related projects
- reduce maintenance costs and LED
replacement costs through non-use

B. Why have a 10 to 6 LWM Program?
Minimizing light levels in an area can have
very significant positive effects when one
compares it with the various "costs' of lighting
communities in the traditional light-wasting
manner – lights on all night. (See the film
“Demons in the Light” on the LEC web site.)

1. Financial Costs
Using the "10 to 6 LWM Program" cuts the
lighting energy consumption from a yearly
average of approximately 12 hours per day
down to 4 hours per day or less, saving at least
8+ hours per day of power. This could save
the community or area at least up to 8/12 = 66
% of their electrical power. This is an
important financial incentive to change. Also
great costs are saved on maintenance and
replacement of luminaires due to lower hours
of luminaire use.
2. Human Costs:
The health effects and costs can be very high,
considering that blue light at night has been
scientifically connected with the following
health issues: circadian rhythm modification;
breast, prostate and colorectal cancers; sleep-
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The “10 to 6” Light Waste Minimization Program

Revised 2020-11-19

deprivation syndrome, Alzheimer's disease,
obesity, diabetes, etc.. These costs are very
high in human terms considering the effects
these maladies have on the people who have
them, their families, friends, work, etc..
Doctors have indicated that humans do need
8 hours of sleep per night in order to be fully
functional the following day. Unfortunately,
most people do not get that and their numbers
and problems are rapidly increasing
according to recent statistics.

3. Medical Health Costs
The amount of health care money spent
dealing with all the various diseases and
maladies listed above is horrendous to say the
least. Health costs are high and continue to
climb almost daily. Preventing these serious
problems must be paramount when choosing
and using community lighting.

4. Environmental Costs
It is not easy to think that simple light has an
environmental cost associated with it, but
electrical energy has to come from somewhere. Often, it is the burning of some fuel,
resulting in the production of various gases
detrimental to community health, not only
human but flora and fauna. Loss of the night
is detrimental to flora and fauna dependent
upon its dark environment. Also, loss of
habitat, pollution of the sky and waters, acid
rains, etc. all add to these costs. Carbon
footprints, green-house gases and climate
changes are also increased as well as
pollution. Just because some power sources
are ‘green’ or more efficient does not mean
energy should be wasted or misused!

5. Dark Skies & Astronomy
Clear, dark night skies filled with stars are a
shear enjoyment to many people as well as

Even animals must sleep to regain their energy.
However, the conditions must also be conducive.

star gazers and astronomers, amateur and
professional alike. Also protecting our
heritage, this program offers a chance to
better see and enjoy the stars our ancestors
saw without the usual light waste we
currently suffer. It is indeed time for a
change and reclamation of our heritage.

6. Legal Considerations:
Light is not a right! Many people assume that
municipalities are required to provide
streetlights by law but not in Canada.
Control over lights depends on municipal
policies and councils who decide what,
when, where, why and how streetlighting or
other lighting is to be provided or not.
Municipalities are not responsible for
situations that may occur due to low or no
lighting. However, since municipalities are
responsible for the health and well-being of
their citizens and environment, it is
imperative in so many ways that lighting be
fully considered, appropriately chosen and
tightly controlled.
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Best Practices
There are a variety of controls and
techniques that can be used by
lighting designers, developers,
architects and the public to optimize
their exterior lighting usage. These
strategies involve choice of
luminaires, light colour, timing and
intensity controls, minimization of
waste light by restricting it to the
intended target only, minimizing
energy consumption through use of
energy-efficient luminaires,
employing luminaires with reduced
colour temperatures (use 2700K or
lower) and generally lowering light
levels.
Humans are affected by various
colours of light as well as lighting
intensity, exposure time and timing.

Light-Efficient Communities
understand that high light levels can
cause glare and shadows which can
reduce the visibility of intruders in
the shadows and may increase the
likelihood of property break-ins and
damage, while low-level, even
illumination can decrease these
risks. Just increasing the lighting
levels in an area is known to have
increased vandalism.
Also, judicious choice and use of
lighting and sensor-controlled
luminaires can do much to alert
owners to intruders while also acting
to deter them. Highly-lit areas are
beacons that attracts people,
including those intent on crime.
Luminaires rich in blue light should be avoided as
blue light is linked to reductions in melatonin and the
consequent serious negative effects for humans, etc..
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Summary
Edmonton is on its way to becoming
a Light-Efficient Community, thanks
to new and retrofitted civic
infrastructure having to meet Light
Efficient Community standards. This
includes improved street lighting
which has a large impact on power
use, lighting costs and people’s’
comfort and safety.
This 'Light-Efficient Community
Guidelines' is intended to further
this success by informing
Edmontonians about best practices
and help them decide on new LECCompliant exterior luminaires to
improve and enjoy their night
environment experience.

As Edmontonians embrace LightEfficient Community principles, we
will have improved safety on our
streets and in night-time activities;
improved security; reduction of
many serious, negative health
effects of artificial lighting for
humans, flora and fauna; a better
view of our incredible night sky and
greater attraction to, appreciation
for and interaction with the city’s
night environment.
Below: This photo is an excellent indicator of the
variety of problems created by the traditional sodium
vapour ‘cobra head’ luminaires. Here we see light
pollution turning the sky a dull grey (background)
while the unshielded luminaires project light in all
directions, far overreaching the intended targets of
streets and sidewalks. Wasting light and energy,
these luminaires are lit all night, lighting up the area
though there are no people walking or moving
vehicles.
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What Can I Do Now?
Supporting the city’s efforts to create
a Light-Efficient Community is not
only easy but will save you energy
and money over time.
A. Do a lighting ‘audit’ on the
exterior of your home and other
properties.
1. Does all exterior lighting use
energy–efficient, low wattage light
sources, preferably LED’s of ‘warm‘
colour?
2. Is all exterior lighting well-shielded,
confining the direct light to your own
property? Make or purchase shielded
luminaires that keep your light at
home. Luminaire bulbs (direct light)
should not be visible from the street
sidewalk.

No ‘direct light’ should be visible
beyond your property lines. Direct
light is light that leaves the source,
such as LED bulb, then travels
directly to an object or surfce or the
eye, even passing through clear or
translucent materials. Indirect light
is light that leaves the light source
then bounces off some material
before it hits the eye.
The effects for the two conditions
can be vastly different and startling.

This type of luminaire, although very attractive and
efficient, still shows two undesirable traits. It uses
high level blue LED’s and is not shielded so ‘direct
light’ is going outward and upward.

3. Are all exterior lights on hand
switch or sensors and they are
working properly?
Notes:
Ensure that all lighting is aimed
downward. Upward lighting along
side a building is not acceptable as it
greatly contributes to light waste,
trespass and pollution.
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B. Do a lighting audit on the interior
of your properties.
1. Does all lighting use energy–
efficient, low wattage light sources,
preferably LED’s?
2. Is all interior lighting well-shielded,
keeping most or all the light in the
interior and on your own property?
No direct light should be escaping
through the windows! Lamp shades
and drapes can be most effective.
3. Are all interior lights on hand
switches or censors and are they
working properly?

Above: ‘Warm’ indirect lighting can make a room feel
comfortable and welcoming. Lamp shades, low colour
temperture LED’s and shades contribute to the room’s
atmosphere while protecting the night environment.

Below: Direct and indirect lighting from buildings can
contribute significant amounts to light waste,
trespass and pollution in their neighborhoods.
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C. Do an audit on lighting habits.
A major reason for light/energy waste
is that people have incompatible
habits which should be changed.
Developing LEC-Compliant habits
should be encouraged.

Notes:
Time and patience will bring success.
Humans are usually never happy to
have to change bad habits but
continued support most often breeds
success. Not using it? Turn it off!

1. Identify bad habits that must be
changed such as leaving the lights on
in the washroom or kitchen. Children
should also be developing good ‘LECCompliant’ habits.
2. Emphasize that everyone is part of
the change. Positively reinforce
positive behaviour. Let people know
how they are progressing.
3. Check your electricity bills to see if
consumption has decreased since the
same time period last year. How
much electricity and money has been
saved? Again, update everyone on the
state of the program. Note things that
are hindering progress and must still
be addressed.
Electrical consumption reduction is
a prime goal in creating LightEfficient Communities. The
onslaught of climate change
necessitates the minimization of
carbon fuels used for power plants.
It is each user’s responsibility to
ensure that his/her consumption
and waste is minimized. Though
lighting is more efficient,
unwarranted increased lighting is
not acceptable.
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Interior Lighting Effects on the Night
Environment
Interior lighting, especially in a large
city can have major unexpected
impacts on the night environment.
This is especially true when high
buildings are involved as the waste
light can be seen for miles!

The photos show downtown
Edmonton with real interior lighting
maximized and then minimized.
The effect is both unexpected and
very surprising. Fortunately, simple
precautions can cause dramatic
reductions in waste light trespass.
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HO – Activities For the Lighting Designer
The following may be considered as
recommendations and/or 'rules' for what
lighting designers should know or do in
terms of meeting LEC-Compliance.
1. Know what the community expects in
terms of lighting policies and bylaws. Ensure
you have up-to-date copies of any relevant
documents from the municipality.
2. Know the LEC expectations in terms of
the 'LEC Prime Principle."
3. Educate your associates as well. Ensure
that they are aware of LEC-Compliance
expectations, the Prime Principle, and how
you and they can meet those expectations in
terms of lighting choice and use. Foster
energy/light saving attitudes. Your company
should adopt LEC principles as its main
approach and may then choose to display the
LEC-Compliant logo on its literature, etc.
4. Conduct an audit and evaluation of your
own offices, home, yard, garage, etc. and see
how they measure up to the Prime Principle.
Take measures to ensure that they meet the
Prime Principle.
5. Educate your client about LECCompliance and why this approach aims to
create the best possible use of lighting in
consideration of health for humans, flora,
fauna and the night environment. Explain to
the client what you will be doing in terms of
interior and exterior lighting and why you are
doing this. (Remember, light spillage from
interior lighting is also a major part of the
light waste problem in any community.)

Light Curfew
(lights off from 10 p.m., to 6 a.m.) is
important for all ages and also important for
non-essential lighting as research indicates
the importance of getting 8 hours of sleep
each night.
Clients who want their structures to be lit
from the bottom up is a particularly common
problem which should never happen. Also
there are those who insist on using other
light-polluting fixtures on the sides of
buildings, over- lighting, etc.. Use
documentation and media from the LEC
website to bring your client up to speed
about the LEC concept and its advantages.
6. Work in your client's interest to choose
and use the most cost-effective, lightefficient fixtures to meet the criteria of the
Prime Principle. Include lighting that meets
the user's needs without over-lighting,
throwing direct light beyond the client's
property lines, etc..
7. Work carefully with the graphic artists in
preparing 'artist's conception" that truly show
the effects you can create with light using the
LEC Prime Principle and LEC-Compliant
Lighting. (Remember that interior lighting
that escapes the building should be
minimized or preferably eliminated all
together.
8. When advertising your work or for news
releases, etc., include information on how
(by following the LEC Prime Principle,) you
are creating a better light environment for
humans, flora and fauna.
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HO – Activities For the Lighting Designer
9. Ensure that other organizations concerned
about the night environment are aware of
your work in this area. These may include
any astronomically-related organizations as well
as nature-related entities, etc. Help to educate them in
terms of the many serious negative effects of light
waste in your community and area. Refer them to the
LEC web site and offer to speak to them about your
work.

13. Work through various channels in your
community to encourage the adoption of
LEC principles. Encourage and help the
community to become a Light-Efficient
Community.

10. Ensure that organizations concerned
about energy/light conversations are aware of
your projects and how your lighting choices
and uses are assisting their efforts. This may
include your power utility as well as your
municipality, its power department and town
or city councillors. Educate them in terms of
how your work is assisting them in
conserving energy to combat climate change.
As well, invite input into your lighting
designs in order to make them more
congruent with the communiy’s needs,
policies and procedures.
11. Make a presentation to your local/
national architects association on the LEC
concept and how you are using the Prime
Principle to design and choose your interior
and exterior lighting while making the night
environment more inviting and healthy for
all living things.
12. Create a data base of companies and
organizations that produce and/or sell LECCompliant luminaires and light-eliminating
items such as curtains, drapes, blinds, etc.
which will complement your work. This will
assist you in your searches for luminaires of
various types for your projects.
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HO – Light Waste – Activities For the Lighting Designer
Light Distribution from a Fully-Shielded Light Source
[Diagram not to scale]

Light Source
Light Shield/Reflector

B

A

B
Light Cone – Direct Light
Light Cone – Reflected Light Only

C2
C1

Basic lighting design entails a working
knowledge of how to control light to get the
desired effects without running afoul of
Prime Principle.
The above diagram illustrates the two main
light cones created by a common type of
‘shielded’ light source.
Note: Observe the lighting pattern created by
a flashlight when aimed, at a distance, at a
piece of white paper (the target). You will
immediately notice that the lighting pattern
consists of two parts, a brilliantly lit circle
surrounded by a wider light circle of
dimished intensity. Move the flashlight closer
to the target and observes what happens to the
light intensity and the spread of the two
circles.
In this case the shield/reflector is parabolic
and the light is all directed in a certain
direction – to the ground. This creates two
circular areas on the ground – one being an

C2

inner cone containing direct light and the
outer one being reflected light.
In the case of the primary cone, the light goes
directly from (A) the light source, to (C1) the
ground.
In the case of the secondary cone, the light
goes from (A) the light source, to (B) the
reflector and is reflected to C2, the ground.
This is the way that most shielding operates.
The designer wants to put as much light as
possible on the target area.
However, the reflective shield can distribute a
considerable amount of light a long distance
from the target zone still adding to the
problem of light trespass if the secondary
cone exceeds the property boundary.
A more precise method of lighting which
dramatically reduces the amount of light in
the outer cone, is to have the reflector interior
painted or anodized black on the interior, thus
effectively eliminating the secondary cone
and allowing only the smaller inner, direct
lighting cone to light the target area.
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HO – Light Waste – Activities For the Lighting Designer
It must be noted that the distance from the
light source to the bottom edge of the shield
will also affect the size of the cones
considerably. The shorter the distance, the
wider will be the cones of light. The greater
the light source-shield edge distance, the
smaller will be the diameters of the cones.
The lesser the distance will result in
increasingly wider cones. Try this with a
flashlight by rolling up a sheet of opague
paper around the flashlight’s lit end then
holding it the same distance from the white
target sheet as before to see the effect.
Observe various types of shielding used on
lighting around the community and guage its
effectiveness in preventing glare and light
trespass. Note which types of shielding are
more effective, more attractive and which
should be avoided.
Other lighting concerns.
1. The greater the distance from the source to
the target, the broader the coverage will be
but the intensity of the light is reduced.
The higher the intensity of the light used, the
more glare will be produced and more power
will be cosumed.
Single areas of bright lighting tend to make
the area look garisha and less welcoming than
more even lighting.Bright lighting also tends
to disrupt feelings of enjoyment and peacefulness. Subdued lighting leads to feelings of
peace and contentment.
Effective, artistic lighting is created by
lighting the subject from above or at a high
angle. Lighting from below usually leads to
more light being wasted into the
atmosphere – not acceptable to the LEC

Prime Principle.
Lighting from below is less acceptable and
more ‘garrish or unnatural.’ This type of
lighting is most often used in gothic or horror
films to create feelings of fear and foreboding
and this has carried over into our perceptions
of light use. Buildings and other subjects
should be lit from the top-down to maintain a
natural, acceptable feeling for the subject.
Low-langle lighting makes a subect appear
far more sinister, unnatural as welll as less
beautiful, acceptable and welcoming.
The bottom line: avoid using low-angle
lighting if at all possible. Clients who want
low-angle lgihting should be educated as to
its undesirable effects as soon as possible.
Buildings and other constructions should be
lit from the top-down to maintain a natural,
acceptatble image.
Also, be aware of the hours in which the
subject may be lit, according to local bylaws
or according to more acceptable times. In
consideration of people living in the area, the
hours of 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. should be reserved
for low/no-light time so that people may
sleep the normal 8 hours. (Medical research
indicates that human beings feel/work best
with 8 hours of sleep.)
Note: Review various types of magazines and
note the differences in how lighting is used in
various ways to modify our feelings about the
subject being presented. Image makers, over
the years, have developed a sense of what is
acceptable or not when it comes to portraying
a subject.
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HO – Activities For the Lighting Designer – Light Waste
Lighting Do’s
[ ] 1. Do consult with the client to
ensure that the lighting meets his/her
needs, not necessarily his/her wishes.
[ ] 2. Do educate the client as to what
you are prepared to do, why and how
before you begin work.
[ ] 3. Do educate the client about
LEC-Compliant lighting, why it is
important and preferable.

[ ] 10. Do choose luminaires that are
highly efficient – preferably LED’s.
[ ] 11. Do choose luminaires that are
‘warm,’ in colour meaning they should
have colour temperatures of 2700 K or
less.
[ ] 12. Do ensure that the luminaires
are full cut-off, properly shielded to
prevent light trespass onto the neighbouring properties and the night sky.

[ ] 4. Do introduce the client to the
LEC web site, its concepts and
resources.

[ ] 13. Do ensure that the lighting will
be properly and easily controlled
through the use of sensors, timers and/
or computer controls or hand switches.

[ ] 5. Do check community lighting
bylaws to ensure you are following
them or making improvements beyond
their requirements.

[ ] 14. Do always light architecture or
objects from the top down, never from
the bottom up.

[ ] 6. Do check to see if changes to
the lighting bylaws are being
considered and act accordingly.
[ ] 7. Do investigate the site that is
going to be lit before you begin your
design and installation.
[ ] 8. Do design your lighting to
minimize or preferably eliminate glare
and trespass and light pollution.
[ ] 9. Do ensure your lighting does
not include high contrast areas that
could be considered safety or security
concerns.

[ ] 15. Do ensure that no direct light
is leaving building interiors via
widows, etc..
[ ] 16. Do ensure that direct or
reflected light leaving the building or
area has been eliminated or minimized.
[ ] 17. Do use LEC materials to help
your client understand the importance
of proper LEC-Compliant lighting.
[ ] 18. Do ensure that the construction
manager understands the lighting
requirements and follows them
precisely for best lighting results.
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HO – Activities For the Lighting Designer – Light Waste
Lighting Don’t’s
[ ] 1. Do NOT overlight the area or
particular areas within the lit area.
[ ] 2. Do not use ground-level up-lighting.
[ ] 3. Do not use “dusk to dawn” luminaire
controls. Use sensors or manual switches.
[ ] 4. Do not use LED’s of high colour
temperature (3000K or higher.) This also
applies to all types of lighting including
digital signs which should not use blue and
white in the signage.
[ ] 5. Do not use LED lighting which is
not full cut-off! This prevents glare, light
waste and pollution in the neighbourhood.
[ ] 6. Do not leave your windows
uncovered at night with your light on. Light
escaping from the windows is light waste
and adds to the level of light pollution.
[ ] 7. Do not use sidewalk lighting fixtures
that are not full cut-off. These can also
create glare for the walker.
[ ] 8. Do not use area lighting that casts
direct or even luminaire-reflected lighting
beyond your property boundaries. Choose
your luminaires carefully.
[ ] 9. Do not use ‘holiday’ or ‘vanity’
lighting between the hours of ‘10 to 6’
especially near residential areas. Again,
avoid blue and white lights, if possible.
[ ] 10. Do not use business advertising
lighting from ’10 to 6’ if the business is not
open. Advertising without an audience is a
waste of resources and pointless.

[ ] 11. Don’t over-light police, hospitals
and other emergency places which should
be well-lit but not over-lit. Patients and
local residents also have to sleep at night.
[ ] 13. Do not use lighting such as neon or
LED signs or other direct lighting signs for
personal or business signs. Though easily
visible, glare from these signs are very
aggravating to those trying to sleep, walk or
drive. Also, lighting levels from these types
of signs should be minimized to prevent
glare, not maximized to gain attention.
[ ] 14. Do not use hight intensity lighting
shot into the night sky such as the pyramid
in Las Vegas. This tends to attract birds and
may ultimately lead to their deaths.
[ ] 15. Avoid using blue or blue-white
lights near sea shores to prevent nagative
effects on local flora such as sea turtles and
birds.
[ ] 16. Do not leave the lights on in tall
buildings as this also tends to attract birds
to their deaths as they smash into the lit
windows. Have lights only on when
someone is actually using them. This also
saves substantially on the power bill.
[ ] 17. Do not use unshielded blue or white
LED lights when creating outdoor
decorations in order to save money and
keep from polluting the neighbourhood.
[ ] 18. Don’t forget to do the home and
office/business lighting assessment to
improve your lighting and ensure it is LECCompliant.
[ ] 19. Don’t forget the LEC - Definition
and LEC – Prime Principle.
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HO – Is My Home Light-Efficient? - 1/5
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Although most light pollution in a community comes from streetlights and industry, homes contribute their share through
the use of unshielded interior and exterior lighting. Escaping light contributes to light trespass which effects neighbors,
local flora and fauna as well as the night environment in a negative manner.

Introduction
The goal of this project is to ensure that the
lighting on your property is consistent with
the goals of the Light-Efficient Community.
In the process you can improve the quality of
light around your property and reduce energy
consumption, waste and costs.
A Light-Efficient Community (LEC) is one
that uses lighting responsibly. It uses the
most effective, efficient artificial lighting
available to minimize energy waste, glare,
light trespass, light pollution and health
hazards to living things. Light is used
intelligently. It is only used when needed,
where needed in the right quantity through
the use of efficient lighting technologies for
only the period of time required with the
appropriate color.
The prime principle of a LEC is “Keep your
light to yourself!”

A gross example would be lighting a porch
area all night using a 500 watt halogen lamp.
A more acceptable example would be
lighting a porch area with a shielded 25 wattequivalent compact fluorescent or LED bulb
that is triggered by a sensor and shuts off
automatically when there is no movement.
Each of us can do our part in creating a
LightEfficient Community by checking the
lighting in and around our homes. It is
surprising how many homes in a community
waste a large amount of electricity and money
on irresponsible, ineffective, inefficient, and
unnecessary lighting. In the process, money
and resources are wasted and the energy lost
is used to make the community more
unhealthy for humans, flora and fauna. As
well, the light pollution extends far beyond
the community, creating hazards for those not
responsible for the waste. Our society can no
longer accept this waste.
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Another type of area light. This one is not shielded
properly either. Most of its light is wasted.
Porch lights are usually the biggest offender in
residential areas. This one is not fully shielded.

Globe lights are completely unacceptable.

Above – a fully shielded fixture will provide light only
where you want it in your porch or yard. Use a shield!

Yard lights of this type are major offenders in residential areas. They should be on sensors or a
house switch and only turned on when needed. Again, this light wastes most of the light being
emitted away from the target area and is thus very inefficient. This light is NOT recommended.
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HO – Is My Home Light-Efficient? - 3/5
Exterior Lighting: Exterior lighting
contributes the most to light pollution
emanating from the home and to problems
that occur as a result of light pollution in the
community. The exterior is the first area you
should check in determining how LEC
compatible your home and yard is.
Examples of a Lighting Faux-pas:
Irresponsible Lighting: lighting up the
neighboring properties (and often keeping
awake, disturbing and/or angering your
neighbors.) Irresponsible lighting contributes
to general light pollution as well as increasing
the damaging effects of light on human
health, flora and fauna and the night
environment. Many people cannot sleep when
light levels are high and develop sleep
deprivation illnesses and subsequent health,
personal and social problems.
Ineffective Lighting: using intense or
highglare lighting (which produces dangerous
deep shadows) to promote safety and
security. Light may be directed in the wrong
way or may be too dim to be of any use. The
wrong colour of lighting may also cause the
lighting to be ineffective and/or irritating.
Inefficient Lighting: Using wattage overkill
(Using a 500 watt bulb when a 25 watt bulb/
equivalent would do.) Or, using less energy
efficient bulbs when more efficient types are
available. Bare bulbs are also inefficient as a
major portion of the light is wasted outwards
and upwards.
Unnecessary Lighting: leaving the porch
light, yard lights or other lights on all night or
when not in use or lighting areas not being
used.
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After referring to the ‘Better Lights for Better
Nights” by Bob Crelin at the end of this
document check the exterior lighting on the
house and around your grounds. Identify
which fixtures are not fully shielded and are
leaking light onto the neighbor’s property or
into the night sky. Are there any bare bulbs in
use? Do these fixtures have to be there or
they more decorative than practical? How
many watts are the fixtures? How much are
they costing you? How effective are they?
Are any of the fixtures on a ‘dusk to dawn’
circuit and remain on all night? Is it time to
replace them?
These fixtures should be replaced with full
cut-off, sensor-based or switch-operated
lights, if indeed they are necessary at all.
Most of these fixtures are ‘security’ fixtures,
meaning they are meant to improve our
feeling of security and reduce the chances of
vandalism or criminal activity.
You should also check habits, attitudes and
fears and see which are causing light
pollution to emanate from your home and
yard. Leaving the lights on is one bad habit
that can be changed. Energy-saving, habitrelated ideas should be adopted for lighting
use in your home.
Most exterior lighting is for safety and
security concerns. However, our safety and
security fears often drive our use/misuse of
light.
Research indicates that about 80% of crimes
occur during daylight hours. Most personal
assaults and murders are caused by people
you know well, often people with whom you
live.
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(Check the LEC-Kit handout “Lighting and Crime.”)

Vandalism and trespassing on properties can
virtually be eliminated by shutting off yard
lights which act like a magnet to those who
would commit crimes. This applies to
farmyards as well. Farm yard lights are major
light pollution offenders and act like a
welcoming beacon to thieves.
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As well, curtains and blinds should be used to
contain interior lighting and to keep the home
warmer in winter. Check all interior lights to
ensure they are all shielded or pointed away
from windows. As well, check the efficiency
and effectiveness of each, changing bulbs
and/or fixtures as need be.
Conclusion:

Criminals have the same fears as most
humans and avoid areas which are not lit for
fear of what is there. They need light to: identify targets - assess targets for value assess targets for dangers - plan their
activities - plan an escape route - do their
deeds - escape safely
Vandals need light to see what they are doing
and have others see the results of their work.
Light not only helps criminals do their work,
it encourages them! Our own fears and habits
as well as misuse of light most often aid
criminal activity.
Check for dangerous, burned-out, inoperable
or defective lighting fixtures. Check them for
appropriate bulb wattage, shielding, and
direction. Replace them, as necessary, with
fully shielded fixtures of the right wattage
controlled by sensors where appropriate.

Check the interior and exterior of the house
to determine the state of lighting on your
property. Make a list of all the fixtures you
plan to replace. Consult the “Better Lights for
Better Nights” diagrams and choose the types
of fixtures that would be appropriate for your
needs. Check with local lighting merchants to
see and evaluate the fixtures they carry.
Ensure the fixtures are well shielded and are
effective, efficient and appropriate.
Encourage your neighbors to change their
fixtures out as well, if need be. Your health,
the health of your family and that of the
environment are depending on the choices
you make. As well, you will be creating a
safer, more secure home that is reducing
lighting costs while saving energy and
money. Remember, your power meter is
running!

Interior Lighting:
One does not often think that interior lighting
is contributing to the general light pollution
in the community. However, many room
lights are not properly shielded and emit light
directly through the windows into the night.
Interior lights should be producing indirect
lighting with none shining directly outwards.
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Businesses of all types contribute to light/energy waste. Malls of all sizes and individual buildings can easily be pumping hundreds of watts of power into their neighbor’s properties and the night sky. Simple remedies and precautions may
result in huge savings per year and a healthier, safer and more secure community and night environment.

Introduction
The goal of this project is to ensure that the
lighting from your business is consistent with
the goals of the Light-Efficient Community.
In the process you can improve the quality of
light and life around your property while
reducing energy consumption, waste and
costs.
A Light-Efficient Community (LEC) is one
that uses lighting responsibly. It uses the
most effective, efficient artificial lighting
available to minimize energy waste, glare,
light trespass and light pollution.
Light is used intelligently. It is only used
when needed, where needed in the right
quantity through the use of efficient
lighting technologies for only the period of
time required with the appropriate color.

The small mall photographed above uses a
variety of bad lighting practices and light
fixtures as it spews light far and wide
throughout the area. Shielded fixtures
controlled by timers and sensors
would be more effective and efficient in
lighting the area while reducing lighting
costs, improving safety and security for its
patrons. Each business can do its part in
creating a Light-Efficient Community by
evaluating and modifying the lighting it uses.
It is surprising how many businesses waste a
tremendous amount of electricity and money
on irresponsible, ineffective, inefficient, and
unnecessary lighting. In the process, money
and resources are wasted while the energy
lost is used to make the community more
unhealthy for humans, flora and fauna. (t is
estimated that for each watt used, 100 watts
are lost in production and transmission.
Thus, each watt wasted really is a
tremendous drain on resources!)
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Examples of Bad Lighting
Below: Unshielded wall lights wastefully scatter
light in all directions, not only on the sidewalk.

Above: Globe lights are inefficient and often ineffective
light polluting fixtures used in many businesses and malls.

Left: This business lights not only its interior but
the exterior as well. Advertising and parking lot
lights create a tense, garish effect as the area is not
only over-lit, it is badly lit with high intensity
lights. This blinds people coming into and leaving
the area.

Below/Right: Many billboards and vanity lightings use
wasteful, unshielded lights aimed upward rather than efficient, downward-facing shielded lights.
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Exterior Lighting:
Exterior lighting contributes the most to light
pollution emanating from the business and to
problems that occur as a result of light pollution
in the community. Check the exterior lighting to
determine how light efficient your business really
is.
Examples of a Lighting Faux-pas:
Irresponsible Lighting: lighting up the
neighboring properties (and often keeping awake,
disturbing and/or angering your neighbors.)
Irresponsible lighting contributes to general light
pollution as well as increasing the damaging
effects of light on human health, flora and fauna
and the night environment. Many people cannot
sleep when light levels are high and may develop
sleep deprivation illnesses and subsequent health,
personal and social problems as a result of light
trespass. Are you responsible?

Rev. 2016-09-12

After referring to the “Better Lights for Better
Nights” by Bob Crelin at the end of this
document check the exterior lighting on your
business and around the grounds. Identify which
fixtures are not fully shielded and are leaking
light onto the neighbor’s property or into the
night sky. Are there any bare bulbs in use? Do
these fixtures have to be there or they just more
decorative than practical? How many watts are
used in the fixtures? How much are they costing
you? How effective are they? Are any of the
fixtures on a ‘dusk to dawn’ circuit and remain
on all night? Is it time to replace them? Are your
lights bothering your neighbors?
These fixtures should be replaced with full cutoff, sensor, time-based or switch-operated lights,
if indeed they are necessary at all. Many of these
fixtures are merely lighting for the sake of
lighting, a costly approach as energy costs
continue to rise.

Ineffective Lighting: using intense or high glare
lighting (which produces dangerous deep
shadows) to promote safety and security. Light
may be directed in the wrong way or may be too
dim or too bright to be of use. The wrong colour
of lighting may also cause the lighting to be
ineffective and/or irritating.

Safety and security fears often drive our use or
misuse of light. Lights supposedly for ‘security’
measures are often useless while wasting light all
night long. Most ‘security’ lighting is not
effective in preventing or reducing vandalism or
criminal activity and may really be encouraging
or aiding it.

Inefficient Lighting: Using wattage overkill
(Using a 500 watt bulb when a 25 watt bulb/
equivalent would do.) Or, using less energy
efficient bulbs when more efficient types are
available. Bare bulbs are also inefficient as a
major portion of the light is wasted outwards and
upwards.

What habits, attitudes and fears are causing light
waste to emanate from your business. Leaving
lights on is one bad habit that can be easily
changed. Leaving lights on in a business
overnight invites vandals or criminals to scout
the business.

Unnecessary Lighting: leaving advertising, area
lights or other lights on all night or when they are
not being used, or seen, is unnecessary lighting.
Advertising lighting on all night is nothing less
than wasteful!

Research indicates vandalism and break-ins are
actually reduced by removing lighting or using
appropriate lighting such as sensor-based
lighting. The on/off flash of sensor-based lights
demands and attracts attention, often foiling
vandalism or criminal activities.
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Above: Major producers of wasted light and energy in many communities are car lots. Over-lit with high intensity,
unshielded, high-cost lighting, these lots usually leave their lights on all night. Criminals or vandals find these lots
attractive, easy targets as they provide all the light needed for their activities. Since these lights are not on sensors,
passers-by and locals do not respond when seeing people in the lot at any time of the night. Sensor-based lighting
would alert others to intruders by flashing on and off, thus attracting attention. Shielded LED lighting would greatly
cut energy use and direct the light only to where it is required. As well, the light trespass from these sites aggravate
members of the nearby community who are trying to sleep or enjoy the night sky. Most contemporary car lots are
unwelcome neighbors because of their irresponsible, inefficient use of lighting.

Above: A service station is buried in the high glare and light trespass from its exterior lighting. This lighting blinds
the customer driving into the lot and then leaves the customer blind as he/she drives away into the darkness. Overlighting, unshielded lighting, inefficient, ineffective and trespass lighting all serve to make these types of facilities
an undesirable blotch on the community. These businesses do not make considerate neighbors. Moderate, welldesigned and controlled lighting should make the customer feel welcome and provide lighting of a type and level which
does not negatively affect the customer. The choice of lighting type (colour) also affects the mood, actions and reactions of the client. Warmer, less intense, controlled and directed lighting would be far more welcoming.
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Research indicates that about 80% of crimes
occur during daylight hours. (Check the handout
“Lighting and Crime.”) Vandalism and
trespassing on properties at night can virtually be
eliminated by shutting off yard lights which act
like a magnet to those who would commit crimes.
This applies to farmyards as well. ‘Farm yard
lights’ are major light pollution offenders while
acting like a welcoming beacon to thieves. Dark
yards are difficult to scout and may contain
unseen dangers such as dogs. Black dogs at night
are almost impossible to see but can be a major
threat to unseeing criminals or vandals. Some of
the most vandalized businesses or buildings are
those that are over-lit such as car lots and malls.
However, some have cut exterior lighting at night
and have greatly reduced vandalism.
Remember, criminals tend have the same fears as
other humans and avoid areas which are not lit
for fear of what is there. They need light to:
- identify targets
- assess targets for value
- assess targets for dangers
- plan their activities
- plan an escape route
- do their deeds
- escape safely
Light not only helps criminals do their work, it
encourages them! Our own fears and habits as
well as misuse of light most often aid criminal
activity. Check for dangerous, burned-out,
inoperable or defective lighting fixtures. Check
them for appropriate bulb wattage, shielding, and
direction. Replace them, as necessary, with fully
shielded fixtures of the right wattage. controlled
by sensors where appropriate.
Advertising Lighting:
Lighting for advertising comes in an amazing
variety of types ranging from incandescent,
fluorescent, LED, laser, plasma, neon, etc., each

with its own unique advantages and problems.
However, exterior lighting for advertising is also
one of the greatest sources of light pollution from
businesses.
It can also be a major cause of lighting costs for
businesses, depending on the type of advertising
and the controls used along with it.
In order to curb the increased light pollution from
business signs, some cities have implemented a
bylaw which states that exterior advertising must
be turned off when the business closes for the
night. This puts any thought of some businesses
having an advantage over others to rest. It also
means that the amount of wasted light is reduced
and the business saves money in the process.
Advertising lighting (except for emergencies)
that continues to operate after midnight must be
considered wasteful. It is extremely doubtful that
it really contributes anything to the number of
new customers it brings in as there are few
customers, if any, to see it. As well, most local
customers already know the business. The light
contributes to the general light pollution and to
the unhealthy night environment in the local
community and surrounding rural area.
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Most exterior advertising is not designed for
Light-Efficient Communities. However, there
are a few considerations that businesses should
undertake in designing their advertising lighting
to be LEC compliant, save energy and money:

- Give your business a fresh look by changing
your advertising to LEC-compatible signage
using responsible lighting.

- Ensure lights that affect the exterior go off
after business hours. (This also tells
prospective customers you are closed.)
- Employ automatic controls to turn the
lights off after hours. (Check to ensure they
do.)
- Ensure the lights are not on during the day.
- Use only well shielded, efficient lighting to
light your signs. Reflected light signs are best.
Always light from the top down!
- Avoid high-contrast lighting.
- Avoid bright signs that are lit from the back as
no shielding can be used on these.
- Employ efficient bulbs and fixtures to light
your signs. Consult with the advertising
company.
- Avoid causing glare and light trespass.
- Keep lighting levels to an effective minimum
to avoid problems with traffic and the
community.
- Do not place signs in places which will cause
distractions and accidents for traffic and/or
pedestrians.
- Avoid the use of high-intensity lighting such as
lasers or directly visible, high intensity LED’s.
These are aggravations for all around.
- Avoid the use of ‘marquee’ types of signs
especially if they can be seen by drivers as
this can be a major distraction and safety
problem.
- Do not over-light! Less is more when it comes
to advertising lights.
- Ensure your lighting sources produce colors
compatible with your sign colors.
- Keep your message simple and short.
- Take a responsible attitude towards your use of
lighting and consider others who may be a
victim of your light trespass.

One does not often think that interior lighting is
contributing to the general light pollution in the
community. However, many room lights are not
properly shielded and emit light directly through
the windows into the surrounding area. Interior
lights should be producing indirect lighting with
none shining directly outwards. As well,
curtains and blinds should be used to contain/
reflect interior lighting and to keep the building
warmer in winter.

Interior Lighting:

Check all interior lights to ensure they are all
shielded or pointed away from windows. As
well, check the efficiency and effectiveness of
each, changing bulbs and/or fixtures as need be.
Conclusion:
Check the interior and exterior of your business
to determine the state of lighting on your
property.Make a list of all the fixtures you plan
to replace. Consult the “Better Lights for Better
Nights” diagrams (last sheet) and choose the
types of fixtures and controls that would be
appropriate for your needs.
Check with local lighting merchants to see and
evaluate the fixtures they carry. Ensure the
fixtures are well shielded, effective, efficient,
controlled and appropriate. Choose bulbs of
lower wattage.
Encourage your neighbors to change their
fixtures out as well, if need be. Your health, the
health of your family, the community, surrounding area and that of the environment are depending on the choices everyone makes and
implements.
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Examples of Good Lighting

Above: Full cut-off, bell-shaped lights and square
lights make for less glare and trespass and
facilitate driving and walking through parking
areas. Full cut-off, wall-mount lights are also used to
illuminate the sidewalks and areas just adjacent to
the building without causing trespass in the area.

There are businesses which have invested in more lightefficient fixtures. These fixtures should use efficient bulbs
or LED’s and be flat-lensed, full cut-off and be controlled
by sensors and/or timers. Lights should only be on when
being used and otherwise shut off. They should be of a
warmer or amber color to facilitate seeing and reduce light
pollution. They should directly light only areas belonging
to the business without trespass.
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Remember –Your power meter is running!
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LIGHTING CHOICES CHECKLIST
When choosing lighting fixtures and accessories, use the following checklist to
ensure your choices are LEC-Compliant and will support your community LEC
Program. Take this list when shopping!

A. EXTERIOR FIXTURES

Check to see if the fixture is really designed for exterior use.
The fixture is not a dusk-to-dawn type but uses sensors to turn lights on and off.
The fixture uses your community’s electrical standards for voltage, cycles, etc.
The fixture is weather durable and will stand up to the use to which it will be subject.
The fixture will accommodate the type of bulbs easily found in your community.
The fixture is “LED-efficient” and provides the right amount of light for the purpose.
The fixture uses a light source of 2700K or below and is easy to change out.
The fixture is easy to install and will require minimal work for installation.
It has an appropriate light shield (full cut-off) to deliver light only where desired.
The shield has a BLACK interior to prevent light waste, reflection and scatter.

B. INTERIOR FIXTURES

Choose and use dark curtains to stop light from leaking out through windows.
Orient and/or shield lighting fixtures to prevent direct light escaping through windows.
Use lights only as required. Turn all other lights off – saves power, cuts costs!
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Creating a LEC is a
complex task which
forges a system that
includes not only
municipal departments but community
organizations and
the public at large
as well as various
sectors of the
community all of
which must have an
educational progam.

About the LEC Evaluation
One never knows how well a change is
occurring or if it has occurred and if that
change has indeed been effective. The LEC
Evaluation Tool is designed to evaluate major
components of a LEC.
A LEC has three major goals:
1. a LEC Policy for all city assets
2. a LEC Educational Program for everyone
3. a LEC Policy for residential, business,
industrial and other sectors
All this information is especially invaluable
to the LEC Co-ordinator to assist him/her in
program planning and modification as well as
the types of communications needed. This
tool will also be of use to any LEC activist.
With this tool, anyone may run a survey of
various areas or groups within the
community, including the city administration
itself. The evaluation form has been designed
to be simple, quick to complete but effective
in determining people’s reactions to the
proposed, on-going or completed changes.
The survey administrator will keep the
survey-related tabs on information as to
when, where and whom (group name) the
survey was completed for administrative

The Light-Efficient Community program must
be surveyed, analysed, evaluated and
modified on an on-going basis in order to be
effective and efficient.
purposes. He/she may ask for identifying
information or make it anon-ymous.The date
of the survey is important as well as the
group or organization being polled. It is
recommended that the meta data be included
in a data base or spreadsheet of the results
and that a report be prepared from the results
in order to identify areas of concern as well
as areas that appear to be going well. The
data represents participants’ opinions or
general feelings about the LEC process as
well as specifics. Other relevant data from
other sources should be included to ensure a
more complete and unbiased report.
The Evaluation Form may be used before
and/or at various stages of LEC development.
(The community may have had some LECcompliant bylaws in effect before the
decision was made to create one.) Questions
surrounding each topic are provided to help
the polster in his/her assessment of the
current situation.
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Date: Year:____ Month: _____ Day: _____ Ex.: 2021-06-03
Location:_____________________________________________________
Group/Organization: ____________________________________________
Position: _____________________________________________________
Responder’s Name (print): _______________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________
Telephone: __________________________
E-mail: _____________________________
Other: ______________________________________________________

How Light-Efficient is My Community?
First, consider the definition of a LightEfficient Community.
A Light-Efficient Community (LEC) is one that
uses lighting intelligently and responsibly. It
uses the most effective, efficient artificial
lighting available to minimize energy waste,
glare, light trespass and light pollution. A
Light-Efficient Community employs sound
planning, designs, measures, legislation,
fixtures, technologies and good lighting
practices to reduce its energy costs and carbon
footprint while preserving the natural
environment and ensuring health, safety,
security and a high quality of life for all.
The majority of people live in communities
which have not as yet begun the transition to
LEC's. However, some communities may
contain one or more aspects of a LEC but not
all. As a result, the community is not getting
the maximum impact possible in reducing light
waste and trespass. This means that the night
environment is still negatively affected as well
as the people, flora and fauna who live there.
Also, the use of electricity has not been fully
minimized and the negative aspects of that use
are not being fully mitigated.

A Light-Efficient
Community
program must be
analysed,
evaluated and
modified on an
on-going basis in
order to be more
effective in
meeting its goals.

The goal of this document is to help the user
do a quick assessment of the status of his/her
community and determine which areas are
meeting LEC expectations and which are not.
Action may then be taken to create and/or
improve the program and/or correct any
deficiencies. Members of the municipal LEC
task force and/or community members may
be polled to see what consensus exists, if any,
and identify areas of common concern.
Using numbers 0 to 10 (0-low, 10-high)
provide your opinion of your community’s
LEC program in the boxes provided:
[ ] 1. Policies:
The municipality has adopted a new LEC
policy or has amended light-related policies
to be LEC-Compliant.
[ ] 2. Bylaws & Enforcement:
Bylaws allow enforcement of policies and
provide a means to ensure compliance.
My community has specific, effective,
encompassing bylaws related to the use/
control and trespass of light and there is
proper, effective bylaw enforcement of such.
(NEXT PAGE)
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[ ] 3. Planning:
Planning is essential to ensure that the
transition to a LEC is acceptable, effective
and successful. My municipality has
undertaken community-wide planning to
meet the goals and objectives of a LEC.

[ ] 8. Monitoring:
Monitoring gathers essential data as the
community changes and its effects in order
to further plan. My municipality employs a
monitoring program to assess the effectiveness of its LEC-related programs for its own
assets and for the various segments of the
community.

[ ] 4. Promotion:
Promotion is essential to raise awareness
among the citizens and encourage support
for the transition by providing positive
reasons for it. My municipality promoted
the concept of a LEC, made the community
aware of its own policies and bylaws and
the LEC-oriented actions it has undertaken.
[ ] 5. Involvement:
Involvement of the community helps to
ensure understanding of the program and its
acceptance. My community is actively
involved in the process of changing/has
changed to LEC specifications.
[ ] 6. Interaction/Communications:
Public-municipal interaction helps to
identify problem areas and create better
solutions which are more successfully
adopted and utilized. My municipality
interacted with its citizens as it deployed
and monitored its LEC programs.
[ ] 7. Education Program:
Education allays fears of coming changes
and improves understanding of all aspects
of the LEC program and its effects. My
municipality has educated the public on
LEC goals and objectives, approaches,
technologies and sources of information.
Thank you for your time and consideration in
providing your assessment of the Light-Efficient
Community Program.

[ ] 9. Reporting:
Reporting ensures continued community
involvement in the program while identifying areas of interest, problems and
successes. My municipality reports the
findings of its monitoring to the public and
provides an analysis of successes and where
there was and still needs to be improvement.
[ ] 10. Technologies:
New lighting technologies dramatically
increase efficiency while providing vastly
improved lighting of the right colour that
reduces glare, light trespass and light
pollution. My community adopted high
efficiency, colour-correct lighting technologies and approaches that minimize light
waste and trespass while improving health,
safety and security.
If a Question Comments Sheet is provided, please
provide your comments, indicating the Question
Number to which you are responding followed by
concise comments. If you do require more space, just
continue down the sheet, ignoring the boxes for the
Question Numbers.

Total Score: [

] / 100

Previous Score: [
] / 100
[If previously completing this form.]
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Note: Download, review and use the Excel
file associated with this form located on
the web site.
Using the Data:
The data gained may be entered into a
database or spreadsheet program. If you use
a spreadsheet, that should simplify getting
totals for a field and perfoming any other
calculations. Note comments as well, if so
desired. Comments may be later tabulated
into the report by question number. Add
more questions if you wish but more
lengthy questionaires often receive less
responses.
A. Once your database or spreadsheet has
been set up, enter all the responders’
contact information, etc.
B. Enter the values for each box. Under
each values column add cells for the lowest
value, highest value and the the average
value for this column.
C. In the question fields, enter the name for
the field (Ex.: Q1) and then enter the
response value (1-10) from each responder.
D. Prepare a report containing the total
numbers for each field and divide it by the
number of people responding for that field.
This will give the average response value
for that question.
E. Review the numbers for each field and
any comments related to each question. The
comments related to each question should
be amalgamated in your report by question
number. They may provide important
information not provided by the numbers.
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F. Prepare a section of the report which lists
for each question, the value numbers
averages from highest (most successful) to
lowest (least successful) along with the
average.
G. Prepare a section of the report comparing
results with previous reports, if any.
H. Review the Report with your associates.
Draw conclusions and create a plan as to
whom you are going to communicate with
and how to use the results if this has not
already been done. Prime personnel for
report receipt would be the LEC-Coordinator and your municipal councillors or
LEC Committee, if there is one.
Questions Relevant to the Report
What do you think are the areas (1-10) still
requiring work in your community? Why?
Which do you feel are the top three areas of
concern that are not being addressed
properly or not at all? Why? Prioritize these
areas.
Which areas (1-10) do you feel are creating
the greatest negative and positive impacts, if
any, in the community? Prioritize each set.
Which segments of the community, if any,
(municipality, homeowners, businesses,
government or industry) do you feel are of
the greatest concern? Why? Place them in
order of concern.
When will another Survey be conducted and
where, etc.? Plan for the nex one.
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]
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]
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Below is a simple sample spreadsheet derived from the LEC Evaluation Form. This page holds
the information for the sample of two respondents. Their responses to the questions are found on
the next page, along with the various headings that are involved in a simple analysis of the data.

LEC
Evaluation
Form
DATE:

LOCATION:

NAME:

ORGANIZATION:

ADDRESS:

2021-06-15

Project Hall

B.C. Brown

LEC - Gunnard

12706-31 Ave. EDM

2021-06-15

Project Hall

A.B. Seanry

LEC - Gunnard

13645-51 St.. EDM

TELEPHONE:

E-MAIL:

780-012-3456

BZB@shawe.ca

780-123- 6543

seanry@ shawe.ca

OTHER:

Once you have familiarized yourself with the layout of the data and spreadsheet, you may then
delete the data from the spreadsheet and use the skeletal spreadsheet for your own data. Don’t
forget to save your own data with your own file title. At its simplest level, the numbers from the
data will provide you with some very interesting conclusions about the data and the people
providing it. Relationships between the answers will allow you to hypothesize about the
relationship of the responders to the LEC concept and its execution, especially if the answers are
consistenty high or low.
If one uses an ‘acceptable’ rating of 7 and above, one can immediately see the question topics
that need work, at least in this very limited sample. In the case of our example, Respondent A
has 4 responses of 7 or above (40%) while Respondent B has 3 values of 7 or above (30%).
These low values may result before the program or when the program is in its initial stages and
not many people are familiar with it. If these results came at the end of the program or after it,
then it may indicate a failure of the program in several ways, including the LEC Educational
Program. Results like these must be considered very carefully and action taken to remedy the
situation. As well, one must remember this example is a very small sample! Much more
information is necessary such as interviews, re-surveying at a later time, etc. to ensure accuracy.
Any comments, if provided, may provide a better idea of the reason for these results.
Pg. 6/8
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Please refer to the table below before preparing your fields for the spreadsheet. It shows the
collection of data from the two respondents and a simple analysis of the data. Note that there are
only two example entries but the amount of data being received from them is still significant.
Q1:

Q2: Q3: Q4: Q5: Q6: Q7: Q8: Q9: Q10: COMMENTS: Y/N

Resp. A:

3

4

2

7

8

3

9

8

2

5

Y

Resp. B:

5

2

8

1

8

10

3

5

1

6

N

Total of Values:

8

6

10

8

16

13

12

13

3

11

1Y 1N

Avg. Value/Q:

4

3

5

4

8

6.5

6

Highest Value/Q::

5

4

8

8

8

10

9

8

2

6

Lowest Value/Q:

3

2

2

1

8

3

3

5

1

5

Overall H. Value:

Q5

16

Overall L. Value:

Q9

3

Total Avg.Value:

All Q.

5

Resp. A AVG:
Resp. B AVG:

6.5 1.5 5.5

5.1
4.9

NOTES:
Respondent A, B: The rows of data for all answers from each respondent
Totals of Values: This row is a total of all values found for each question. (3+5 =8)
Avg. Value/Q: This row is the average of all values for each question (8/2 = 4)
Highest Value/Q: This row shows the highest value obtained. for that question. (Q6)
Lowest ValueQ: This row shows the lowest value obtained for that question. (1, 1)
Overall Highest Value: The Question # with the highest values received. (Q5 – 16)
Overall Lowest Value: The Question # with the lowest values received (Q9 – 3)
Total Avg. Value: This row shows the Total Average Value of all Questions
Resp. A Avg.: The average for RA over the entire row of his/her data. (51/10 = 5.1)
Resp. B Avg.: The average for RB over the entire row of his/her data. (49/10 = 4.9)

The above information is valuable in many ways when doing an analysis of the survey results.
Just considering the Respondent A and B Averages, it can be seen that they are very close in
their opinions overall (5.7 vs 5.8) One may also do many comparisons across the values and find
a wide variety of information beyond the numbers in the values. (Are the two in agreement most
of the time or not? How did you determine that? How did you come to that conclusion? What
concerns are raised the values that have been submitted?)
Pg. 7/8
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Using the Data:
Goals:

understandable and effective educational
program.

The intent is to gather information on
whether the goals and objectives of the LEC
program are indeed being met and there is an
understanding of what the program is trying
to achieve and how. The results of the survey
will provide information on whether the
program conponents have been created, how
well they have been communicated, how
well they have been understood and received
by the community and how successful they
are in operation.

This will provide an overview of the LEC
program and its goals, objectives,
approaches, etc. to the community at large:
what is to be affected, how is it to be
affected, who will be affected and when, how
and where the effects will take place. It is to
be provided through the mass media, print
and non-print, including a web site on the
Internet. This educational program must not
only educate but be a 2-way conduit for
communication involving not only the
municipality but the community’s citizens. It
can be used to not only survey the community but also to provide answers to the many
questions which will be asked and problems
to be solved.

LEC Program Goals and Objectives:

C. The Community Policy (Phase 3)

A. The LEC Policy (Phase 1)

The goal of the Community Program is to
control light waste within the community at
large so that the various community sectors
will know when and how their lighting has to
change to be LEC-Compliant. This affects
residential, educational, business, industrial
and other government sectors.

The questions provided in this survey are
designed to conform to the goals and
objectives of the LEC concept.

The goal is to create and/or adopt a policy
which follows the LEC Definition and Prime
Principle and applies to municipal assets
using interior and exterior lighting.

B. The LEC Educational Program (Phase
2)
The LEC Education Program is designed to
communicate to the public the intent of the
program, its components and the goals and
objectives of each component as well as the
effects of light waste and simple, effective
solutions. This extremely important program
has, as its goal, the creation and distribution
of all types of media to provide an

The intent of the LEC Evaluation Form is
to be an instrument which will collect
opinions and analyze the current situation.
It will provide data which will identify satisfactory areas, problem areas and possible
solutions for those who are adminis-tering
the LEC project, particularly the LEC-Coordinator. It may be used before, during and
after the LEC program is instituted and as an
on-going analytical instrument to continue
analyzing the program and its effects relative
to the LEC Policy.
Pg. 8/8
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A large, light-wasting city gives little heed to the many serious, life-threatening effects it produces nightly!

The following, derived from scientific findings, is an
extreme condensation of information councillors must
know about light, lighting control and Light-Efficient
Communities.
1. Much more information is available on the LEC
Web Site at: Light-Efficient Communities.com
2. Decisions regarding what street lights, if any, and
other exterior lighting council wants is ultimately up to
the Council not lighting engineers.
3. In Canada, municipalities DO NOT have to
provide street lighting.
4. Council is ultimately responsible for the health,
well-being, welfare, safety and security of the people,
flora and fauna under its jurisdiction.
5. Exterior lighting of any kind has a huge impact
and many negative effects all living things as well as the
night environment.
6. The introduction of cool-white LED lighting has
created a health hazard never before realized.
7. Most LED streetlights now installed contain high
levels of blue light, light above 2700 Kelvin in colour.
8. Blue light at night reduces or eliminates the
production of melatonin in the body, creating serious
health problems for living things.
9. Melatonin protects the body against breast,
prostate and colon cancers; Alzheimer's Disease,
obesity, diabetes, sleep-deprivation syndrome, circadian
rhythm modification, etc.. Some of these effects are
ultimately fatal!
10. Sleep deprivation is now a rapidly increasing
health problem raised by doctors. (Humans must get 8
hours of sleep per day to function properly.)

11. Scientists and medical professionals, not
engineers, can provide medical/biological advice!
12. Current use of most exterior lighting at night is
a major waste of resources and electricity but may easily
be remedied.
13. LED streetlights are, in most communities,
allowed to run all night at full power without controlling
their light spread. (Check your lighting.)
14. New LED streetlights may be controlled by
sensors/computers to only provide a certain amount of
light at certain times as needed.
15. Most LED streetlights are not LEC-Compliant
and thus extremely wasteful as they are not full-cut-off,
spraying the community with light far beyond what is
needed. These luminaires create light waste, trespass,
glare and light pollution, all serious negative effects.
16. One easy and quick solution is to use the
lighting control built into LED luminaires to only use
the light for periods necessary and dim them or shut
them off during the critical period from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.
when people attempt to sleep. (See The "10 to 6"
Program on the LEC Web Site.)
17. When new LED lights are being installed in the
community, insist that they be LEC-Compliant. Period!
(See web site for more information on LEC-Compliant
lighting.)
18. A community education program will not only
help to reduce resource waste in the community but save
money and make for a healthier place in the process.
19. A LEC-Coordinator will be invaluable in
creating the educational program and co-ordinating the
change over to a Light-Efficient Community.
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Sunset - the beginning of many extremely important problems resulting from uninformed lighting choices.

Adopting a LEC Community approach to lighting
will have the following advantages:
1. Decreased energy use and costs, light waste and
associated costs for citizens, the city, businesses,
industry, etc.
2. A smaller carbon footprint and reduced use of
limited and increasingly expensive resources.
3. Reduced air, water, land and sky pollution from
power plants.
4. Reduced light glare, trespass and pollution which
improves health, safety and security.
5. Reduced crime and vandalism through the use of
appropriate lighting technology and techniques.
6. Decreased glare leading to increased safety for
drivers and pedestrians.
7. Reduced chances of Alzheimer’s, breast, prostate
and colon cancers; sleep deprivation and related health
and social costs and problems.
8. Reduced negative effects on all living things:
humans, flora and fauna.
9. Reduced negative effects on the surrounding night
environment, its flora, fauna and the night sky.
10. Improved quality of life for all living organisms.
11. Increased cultural, educational and scientific
uses of the darker night sky.
12. LEC’s support, enhance and complete the
community’s other environmental programs.
If you are asking the question "Why should I be
concerned about community lighting?" please refer to
the web site and view the half-hour, high quality film
"Demons in the Light," a top-rated documentary that
will undoubtedly answer that question for you. The

question then will be "What can I do to create a LEC?"
A Light-Efficient Community depends on council
creating:
1. a comprehensive LEC Policy which covers
control over lighting in government, residential,
business, industrial and educational areas of the
community.
2. an LEC-Educational Program that educates
local government and all the community sectors stated
above.
3. a LEC Coordinator position and LEC
Committee that will help in every way to create the
LEC through organizing the people and processes that
will work towards successfully completing parts 1 and 2.
(See "LEC-Coordinator Activities" document on the
web site.)
At no other time in history have we been so
seriously affected in so many negative ways by the very
light on which we so deeply depend! It is time to take
control and make the necessary changes.
LEC Elements

Of utmost importance to the establishment of a LEC
are two elements, the LEC Definition and the LEC
Prime Principle which must be the basis for and
incorporated in the policies adopted by the
municipality.
A. LEC Definition:
A Light-Efficient Community (LEC) is one that uses
lighting intelligently and responsibly. It uses the most
effective, efficient, colour-appropriate artificial
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Waste light waste affects all living things – humans, flora, fauna and the night environment in which they live.

available to minimize energy waste, glare, light
trespass and light pollution. A Light-Efficient
Community employs education, sound planning,
designs, measures, legislation, fixtures, technologies
and best lighting practices to reduce its energy costs
and carbon footprint while preserving the natural
environment and, ensuring for all, health, safety,
security and a high quality of life.
B. LEC Prime Principle:
Light only what needs to be lit only when it needs to be
lit with the most efficient light source of appropriate
intensity and colour without creating direct light
trespass on neighbouring properties and the night sky.
Keep your light to yourself!
Specifically, exterior lighting is to be from a fullyshielded LED, or some other similarly highly-efficient
source of 2700K or less to prevent high levels of toxic
blue light and light waste, trespass, glare and light
pollution. The light print from the luminaire must be
constrained to the property at all times and be used
only when it is necessary under the control of a sensor.
The light intensity produced must be only that
necessary to provide appropriate lighting for the
intended purposes and be no brighter than that. The
light source is to be situated close to the area being
served to prevent light dispersion, waste of electricity
and to allow for lower wattage sources to be used while
providing an acceptable level of lighting .

Appropriate Luminaires
To ensure that the health, welfare and well-being of the
community is served, the choice must be made for the
following specifications:
1. The source must be LED to ensure a long bulb life,
low maintenance, low energy consumption and high
light output.
2. The luminaire must be rated at 2700K or below in
order to ensure there is no “blue spike”, thus protecting
all living things in the community.
3. The luminaire must be LEC-Compliant or, at
second best, must be “full cut-off” in design.
4. The luminaire must be computer/sensor controlled
and allow for complete dimming or extinction and turnon by computer for full control.
5. The luminaire must meet the LEC-Compliant
ground lighting specifications.
NOTE: LEC-Compliant Specifications have been
appoved and accepted by the International Dark Sky
Association (IDA) in a new category above their regular
“Approved” specifications.
Cool White LED

Warm White LED

LED Spectra: Note the intensity level of the blue light in the
“Cool White” LED compared to the “Warm White” LED.
“Blue light at day –It’s just Nature’s way! Blue light at night – People take fright!”
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A World-Class Polluter, Edmonton’s light dome – light waste covering 250,000 sq. km as seen from 150 km northeast.

Who Makes the Decisions?
City council is ultimately responsible for the health,
safety and well-being of its citizens, flora and fauna.
Never before have cities faced such a problem in
providing the best street and area lighting to its citizens.
With the support of municipal lighting engineers, cities
are being sold cool-white LED street and area lighting
that has been scientifically proven to be harmful. The
problem is indeed the ‘blue spike,” an effect of coolwhite LED’s and found in all makes of LED’s for all
lighting situations. Many engineers have ignored these
problems and continue to support the use of these
luminaires in their communities. This is much to the
delight of the luminaires’manufacturers but not
addressing the fact-based concerns of medical fields and
scientific researchers.
Councils must take action to ensure the latest scientific
findings are the basis for lighting selection and ban the
use of cool-white LED’s for community lighting, even
ordering replacements as necessary.
LEC Learning/Teaching Resources

invading each evening. They must be treated in the same
manner as a toxic waste dump on fire. Only familiarity
and ignorance keep us from seeing them as they really
are and dealing with them quickly and effectively.
“Why should I be concerned about light waste?” A
scienticially-based half-hour, highly-appraised, visuallyappealing and information-rich educational film titled
”Demons in the Light” is available through the web site.
This film, a must-see, provides a succinct overview of
the cost of this waste. See this film at the beginning of
your introduction to light waste and pollution to
understand the importance of making changes now.
Go to the LEC Web Site listed at the bottom of each
page. Peruse the web site page by page to familiarize
yourself with the ‘Quick Course” and other resources
found there. On the second page of the web site click on
the “All Documents Download” button to download a
wealth of information for later use. Lighting policies
from various municipalities are included as well. The
actions you take now can mean better health and the
saving of countless human, flora and fauna lives from
your community! Stop the waste! Change the light!

Please familiarize yourself with the LEC Web Site
which has a large number of resources. These are
provided through a variey of media: print, video
modules, film, posters, etc., containing information on
what light waste is, the problems it causes and how it
may be simply, inexpensively and effectively addressed.
Light waste and light pollution are toxic sources
Protect the lives we love with warm-white, life-friendly
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LEC– Compliant Streetlight
Specifications –

Street Lighting Front View – Conceptual Drawing Only
- may be adapted/applied to various heights and pole-pole distances
NOTE: dimensions and angles not to scale
Pole 1

Pole 2

Partial
Luminaire Area

No Direct Light Area

Full Luminaire Area
Lighting
Overlap area
Pole Spacing – Variable

- Side View – Conceptual Diagram Only – not to scale!
- Objectives: to reduce waste light, light trespass and glare to a minimum
- Direct light (glare) is light coming directly from the LED’s and lenses but not
including reflected light from luminaire interiors. Acceptable luminaires have
LED’s and lenses very well recessed. Direct light should only reach from one
light pole to the base of the next (150 ft.).
- The direct light overlap area exists from one pole to the next (Ex.:150 ft. in both
directions) and is restricted to roads and sidewalks (see Page 2).
- The “No Direct Light” area falls well below the luminaire’s horizon line. From
the base of the next pole the luminaire is seen at an angle of approximately 9.5
degrees, (assuming 25 ft. poles placed 150 ft. apart – a common streetlighting
situation.)
- Luminaires have recessed LED’s and lenses sufficient to create desired cut-off
angles. The inside of the luminaire is anodized flat black to reduce further
reflection from the inside surface of the luminaire.
- The luminaire is designed to restrict back-light as much as possible. (Page 2).
- Note: The luminaire goes far beyond IDA-approved specifications (no light
above the horizon line) to meet Edmonton LEC Policy specifications.
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LEC-Compliant Streetlight Light Distribution
- Side View
LED’s
Shield

NOTE: dimensions and angles not to scale

No Direct Light Area

No
Direct
Light
Area

No Direct Light Area

Direct
Backlight
Limit

Forward Direct Light
Limit

Yard – 1 m.

Sidewalk

Street

Sidewalk

Yard – 1 m.

Note: From this direction glare into pedestrian and driver’s eyes is greatly
reduced, improving seeing, safety and security. Direct light (glare) only reaches
from the luminaire to 1 metre beyond the sidewalk to the same on the opposite
side of the street.
Although this luminaire should be used throughout the community, LECCompliant lighting is particularily important to residential areas where waste
light, light trespass and light pollution are of vital concern due to the many
serious, negative effects they have on health and sleeping patterns. The colour
temperature of the LED’s should preferably be 2700K or below.
Streetlights in neighbourhoods must also have dimming and sensor capabilities in
order to reduce the light as much as possible at night while maintaining safety and
security. This also serves to reduce power usage as much as possible.
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Also see LEC document “Which Light is Right?” for photos and information.

Related Resources
Light-EfficientCommunities.com
www.Light-EfficientCommunities.Com
This web site, specially created for LEC’s,
includes a wide variety of educational multimedia materials related to light waste,
trespass, glare, light pollution and the
creation of LEC’s.

LightEfficient
Communities.
Com

The International Dark Sky
Association (IDA)
www.darksky.org/
This web site includes: public information,
educational materials and multi-media for
those interested in reducing light pollution,
its effects, mitigation and the creation of
Dark Sky Preserves.

The Royal Astronomical Society of
Canada
www.edmontonrasc.com/

The RASC is devoted to the science of
astronomy and light pollution
mitigation. It has chapters in major
cities throughout Canada.
See the LEC Web Site for listings of
various types of resources!
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